Battery Selector Switch

Before leaving your boat, always turn the master-battery switch to the "OFF" position to prevent power drainage. DO THIS ONLY AFTER YOU HAVE SHUT DOWN THE ENGINE, for you may burn out the alternator diodes.

CAUTION!

You may switch from one battery to another for charging, but DO NOT pass through the "OFF" position while the engine is running. This may burn out the alternator diodes. Keep the engine RPM as low as possible, when switching batteries.

Shore-Power System (Optional)

The shore-power system accepts 110V AC through a three-prong male connection located in the cockpit. There are two current carrying conductors, positive and negative, as well as a grounded non-current carrying conductor. WARNING: NEVER USE AN ADAPTER THAT ELIMINATES THE GROUNDING CONDUCTOR. SEVERE SHOCK, INJURY, OR DEATH MAY RESULT.

A master-circuit breaker (30 amp.) is provided for the shore-power system, as well as branch-circuit breaker for the water heater and 110V outlets. To activate shore power, throw the circuit-breaker switch after the shore-power line is connected to dock power.

In addition, there are both audible (buzzer) and visual (yellow light on panel) reverse polarity indicators. With all switches off, attach the power cable to the inlet. Next, attach the power cable to the dockside outlet. WARNING: IF THE POLARITY INDICATOR LIGHTS AND/OR SOUNDS, DISCONNECT THE CORD IMMEDIATELY! THIS INDICATES A REVERSE POLARITY SITUATION, WHICH IS DANGEROUS.